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Decision 98-04-066 April 23, 1998 fitI{O)nrli1nf\l ,~ n 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THU~~MdAU~b~NIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking on the 
Commission's Own Motion into Competition 
(or Local Exchange Service. 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's Own Motion into Competition 
for Local Excha·ngeServk~. 

OPINION 

Introduction 
-

R.95-04-043 
(Filed April 26, 1995) 

1.95-04-044 
(Filed April 26, 1995) 

In {)e(ision (D.) 97-10-029, we adopted a modified approach for the cost 

recovery for the provision o( service-provider interim number portability (INP) 

to conform to the rules adopted b}t the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC). In this dedsion, We direct parties to provide the requisite data to 

implement the modified approach to.INP cost recovery adopted in 0.97 .. 10-029, 

as part of our ongoing program to promote the development of a competitive 

local exchange market. We also address the Issue of INP provisioning through 

alternative technologies and the issue of how switched·access revenues 

associated with ported numbers is to be shared. 

I. Cost Recovery of INP on a Competitively Neutral Basis 

A. Background 

In our initial rules for local exchange service competition applicable to . 

the service territories of Pacific Bell (Pacific) and GTE California Incorporated 
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(GTEC), we determined that service-provider INP should be implemented" With 
-' 

the advent of con\petition (or local exchange service, it is important that 
! 

consumers retain use of their eXisting telephone numbers when changing 

providers of local telephone service. Service-provider INP grants competitive 

local carriers (CLCs) the ability to offer prospective retail (ustomers the 

opportunit}t to retain the use of their existing telephone numbers. This ability 

facilitates the development of a (ompetitive market. 

In D.96-64-052, We authorized INP as an interim n\easure until 

permanent number portability could be implen\ented. We adopted wholesale 

rates (Or Padfic'sDirectory Nun\ber Call Forwarding (DNCF) service and 
1 

GTEC's ServiceProvider Number Portability service (SPNP). DNCF is Pacific's 

designation -and SPNP is CTEe's designation for an INP wholesale service to 

CLCs based on the end-ofFice-switch fUl\ctionalitythat is alsousoo t~ provide 

retail Remote Call ForWarding (ReF) serviCe. Pacific's a-nd,GTECis currenttari((s 

plate the entire charge tor INP directly on those CLCs whose ~ustomets port 

their telephone numbers. 

Subsequent to the issuance ol 0.96-04-0521 the FCCI in conformance 

with the 1996 TelecoI1\n\unkations Act (Ad), adopted guidelines that the states 

must {ollow in authorizing cost recovery (or curtently available number

portability methods.1 

• Initial Local Competition Rules 0.95-07-054 (milial Rules), Appendix A, p. 1, in the 
Competition Rulemaking (R.) 95-04-043 and Investigation (I.) 95-04-044. 

1 In the Matter of Telephone Number Portability, CC Docket No. 95·116, First R'?porl 
and Order And Further NotiCe Of Proposed Rutemaking. released July 2,1996. 
(PortabiHty Order.) 
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Spedfically, Section 252(e) of the Act states that: 

The cost of establishing ... number portability shall be borne by all 
lelecomt1Jtmicaliolls carriers 011 a comptlifipe1y lIeutral basis as 
determined by the (FCC}. 

The FCC concluded that Section 251 (e) (2) of the 1996 Act mandates a 

departure from general cost-causation principles, whereby the purchaser of a 

service must pay lor the cost of providing the service. The FCC exptessly ruled 

that: 

\Vith respect to number portability, Congress has directed that 
we depart ftom cost causation principles it nC(essal)' in order to 
adopt a "competitive neutral" standard, because number 
portability is a network function that is required for a carrier to 
compete with the carrier that is already serving a customer. 
Depending on the technology used, to price number portability 
on a cost causative basis could defeat the purpose for which it 
waS tnandated. (Portability Order, at & 131.) 

The FCC ruled that any cost-recovery m~hanism that requires new 

entrants to bear all of the costs of portability does not comply with S~tion 252(e) 

of the 1996 Act. Portability Order, at & 138 ("imposing the full incrernentalcost of 

. number portability solely 01\ new entrants would contravene the stalutory 

mandate that all carriers share the cost of number portability'/). 

In D.97-10-029, we concluded that the most acceptable method under 

the Portability Order {or recovery of INP costs was for each carrier to share in the 

recovery of INP costs based on the ratio of the carrier's active end·user telephone 

numbers to the total number of active telephone numbers in the service area. We 

concluded that this method best meets the FCC's test of competitive neutrality 

since the INP cost burden.would not be borne solely by carriers in relation to the 

specific numbers which they ported. Instead, each (ad Ii ties-based LEe and CLC 
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that utilizes the network would bill (or recovery of INP costs in proportion to the 

quantity of telephone numbers they each serve. 

\Vc further modified D.96-04-052 with respctt to the methodology 

used to detern\ine the cost of INP. In 0.96-04-052, we had used direct embedded 

cost (DEC) as the basis for setting INP rates, noting that INP cost studies based 

on Total Service Long-Run Incremental Cost (TSLRIC) had not yet been 

completed. However, th~ FCC Portability Order requires that the I'ecoverable 

costs of INP are incremental. Moreover, in D~96-08-021 in the Open Access 

Network Architecture and Development (OANAO) proceeding (R.93-04-003), We 

approved TSLIUC studies (or the INP services offered by Pacific and GTEC. For 

Pacific, ,;ve specifically approved a TSLRIC study of DNCP service. We also 

adopted TSLRIC for direct inward dialing (DID)-based INP subject to (urther 

refinement pending the outcome of workshops held pursuant to 0.96-04-052 to 

address more cOJ1\pI'ehensive means of providing DID-based INP. Finally, we 

approved TSLRIC for GTEC's SPNP service, but deferred ruling on GTEC's 

proposal to use retail DID as a proxy for DID-based INP. 

In order to quantify a (Ost-I'ecovery factor for INP services based on 

the approach adopted in 0.97-10-029, we must determ.ine the TSLRIC per active 

telephone number. In 0.96-08-021, we assum.cd only carriers actually porting a 

number would pay the cost of the INP service. Under the revised calculation of 

costs using the method adopted in D.97-10-029, we Intend to allocate the TSLRIC 

of INP among all (adlities·based CLCs, as well as Pacific and GTEC, based on 

total active end-user telephone nun\bers assigned to their end-use custoll\~rs. 

To compute this revised cost·rtXovery (actor requires measures of (1) 

the total quantity of end·user telephone numbers in service for a defined period 

ot time for each carrier, (2) the total quantity of ported numbers, and (3) the total 

pool o( cosls on a TSLRIC basis (or all INP activity performed based on the total 
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quantity of ported numbers for the defined period of time which are subject to 

allocation. We shall colled this data from cerHficatcd carriers. After the count of 

active telephone nun\bers and ported numbers has been reported to us by 

carriers, we shall aggregate the individual data to determine the total active 

telephone numbers over which recoverable INP cOsts would be allocated. 

\Ve shall then develop an applicable end-usee-surcharge all\ount by 

dividing the total pool of recov~rable INP costs for all jx>rted numbers by'the 

total quantity of active end.:usertelephone nilJnb~ts. The resulting un_it-cost 

amount as determined by the Coll\n\ission would represent the eltd-user 

surcharge which e'ach carrier would bill to its tetan customers. Once final 

incremental costs and shared-and-coinmon cost elements arc determined in the 

OANAO pnxecding,we shall authorize a true-up of the applicable INPcosts. In 

a subsequent order, we shall address thcprocedurcs for implementing the INP 

true-up, including the handling of anyretrospcctiv~ adjustments dating back to 

the inception of the INP memorandum. a(counts as well as prospective 

adjustments for ongoing INP costs. In that order, we shall alsoaddl'ess any 

necessary transition procedures to eliminate the LEes' filed tariff charges and 

reflect the new cost-recovery method adopted herein. 

Before ordering carriers to provide the required data to determine 

the INP (ost-r~overy surcharge, We provided a11 parties an opportunity (or 

comment on the most effident and least controversial manner in which to 

develop the requisite measures of active numbers, ported numbers, and aVerage 

usage per ported number todNive an applicable INP cost-recovery surcharge. 

\Ve directed the assigned Administrative Law Judge (AL» to solidt comments 

concerning how the data inputs to -the surcharge should be derived and updated 

in the folIowing year, and subsequently thereafter. 
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An ALJ ruling was issued on October 28, 1997 .. soliciting parties' 

con\ments on these issues. Comments were medon November 21, 1997 with 

replies on December 8, 1997. Comments were filed by Pacific, GTEC, a group of 

CLCs referred to as the Joint Conmlenters/ \VorldCon\ Te<:hnologies .. Inc. 

(WorldCom), GST Pacific Lightwave, Inc. and GSf Telecom California, Inc. 

(GSf), alld joint (on\Jl\ents by Teleport Communications Group, leG TeJe(onl 

Group, Inc., and NEXTLINK California .. LtC. 

B.Dlscuss/on 

1. Measurement of PorledNumbets 

We concluded in 0.97-10-029 that an annualized estimate of active 

end-user telephone numbers [or the'12moriths beginning October I, 1997 should 

be used for recomputing an INP surcharge, based on estimates to be provided to 

the COn\n\ission by each carrier with active telephone numbers. In the ~ase of a 

ctc that provides unbundled switching service, We required the etc to report 

those telephone nlUllbers which reside within its switch as its own telephone 

numbers. Since'CLC resellers do not have any facilities of their own nor any 

assigned telephone numbers .. we concluded that CLCs offering only resale 

service should not be included among the CLCs providing reports of active 

telephone numbers. Werecognizcd that son)e CLCs offer service in part using 

their own facilities and in part by purchasing the incumbent LEe's services. It .. 

the case of those CLCs, they were to report the number of active lines which arc 

'The Joint Commenters ~omprisc the {ollowing parties: AT&T Con\munications of 
California, Inc. (AT&T), Mel Telc<ommunkatio)\s Corporation (Mel), Sprint 
C()~muntcatio)\s Company L.P. (Sprint), and Tin'te Wan\er AxS of CaUCmia, L.P. (Time 
Warner), 
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served using the CLC's own facilitics, but to exclude those lines (or which they 

offer service as a reseller. 

Likewise, we concluded in D.97-10-029 that the incun,bent LECs 

should exclude resold lines in reporting the quantity o( active telephone numbers 

subject to the INP surcharge since no resold lines use ported numbers. Since 

wireless carriers are not obligated to provide INP serviCes, we also detennined to 

exdude wireless carriers in determining the count of active telephone rltiI'l,bers. 

Most parties·disagree with the use of estimates to measui'e the, 

qualltity of telephone number'S to USe in the INP calculation. Instead, parties 

generally support the use of historical data covering a recent time periOd in ord~r 

to minimize controversy and complexity iitmaking the calculation. GTECd6es 

not oppose the use of historic:.l data to reduce controversy, but notes that use of 

historical data may overstate the INP surcharge beyond the first quarter oi1998 

as permanent number portability is implemented and replaces INP. 

GTEC recommends that the surcharge be trued-up and 

recalculated each quarter with updated data on active telephone lines to help 

improve the accuracy o( the carriers' projections and minimize the size of the 

surcharge adjustments. The Joint Patties object to quarterly revisions as being 

unduly burdensoI'ne and believe annual revisions would ~ adequatc. 

Parties also disagree as to which tategories of telccon\n\unications 

service providers should be induded in the count of active tclephone lines. 

WorldCom agrees with GTEC that exclusion of resold tclephone lines h' a count 

of active telephone numbers subject to an INP cost-recovery surcharge is 

inappropriate. WorldCom and GTEC argue that resold lines are active telephone 

Jines and their status does not change because the end user's relationship is with 

a rescUer rather than a fadlitles-based LEC. GTEC believes also that telephone 
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numbers assigned to interexchange and wireless carriers s~ould be included in 

the count to satisfy the competitively neutral criteria of Section 252(c). 

\Vc agree with parties' gel\eral consensus that the telephone line 

count should be based on historic data for a recent recorded period of time, 

rather than upon estinlatoo data. The use of r~orded data will result in the least 

controversy and administrative burden in deriving a cost-recovery allowance. 

We therefore direct al1 ILECs and fadlities-based CLCs to provide to the 

Commission a count ona recorded basis as o( the end of year 1997 of their t6tal 

end-user telephonc lines (including resold lines) and total ported nun,bets. The 

information should be filed under seal with the Commission's Docket Office 

within 30 days of the e{(ective date of this order with a separate copy mailed to 

the Commission's TelecollUll.unications Oivision, Attention: John Leutza, 

Director. The information will be'treated confidentially under the pI'ovisions of 

General Order 66-C andPubHc Utilities (PU) Code §583. Parties submitting data 

do not need to file a separate motion for a protective order. 

\Ve conclude that quarterly true-ups of the number of a<:tive 

telephone lines would be unduly burdensome. We shall instead call (or annual 

true-ups of the INP surcharge based on year-end updated data on the number of 

active telephone lines. 

In D.97 .. 10-029, we directed carriers to exclude resold Hnes from the 

INP calculation because INP does not apply to resold service. Customers 

transfcning to" CLC rescller continue to retain their existing telephone number 

as i( they had remained with the original facilities-based carrier, and no porting 

of the number is necessary. Upon review of parties' comments, however, we 

• conclude that it is "ppropriate for the underlying facilities-based carrier to 

include resold Hnes in lts count of total ac~ivc end-user lines. Wepreviously 

directed facilities-based carriers to count all active lines, irrespective of whether 
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the line utilized INP service or not. Consistent with this approach, we conclude 

that there is no basis to treat a customer line served by a CLC reseller differently 

from a custorner line which is served by the ILEC. Since out goa) is to allocate 

INP costs on a competitively neutral basis without regard to direct cost-causation 

principles, the resold Jines should be induded along with other active Jines in 

determining the basis for allocating INP cost recovery. Therefore, it is teasonable 

for the underlying facilities-based carrier to include its resold Jines in the count of 

its total active lines. IObrder to avoid double-counting, however, CLCs still 

should not report any lines (or which they offer service as rescUers. In thecasc, 

however, of those lines which the CLC serves through the purchase of the LEe's 

unbundled network elen'lents (UNEs), e.g.; loops, switching, etc., the lines should 

be included in the count prOVided by the CLC. 

We shall continue to exclude telephone numbers assigned to 

wireless carriers (rom the count since they do not provide wireline local service 

and ate not obligated to provide INP service. Therefore, we shall not indud~ 

wireless carriers' numbers in determining any INP cost recovery. Likewise, we 

shall continue to exclude NDIECs (rom the teporting requiremenfsince they do 

not provide local service. 

2. TSLRIC versus TEL RIC Cost Studies for Deriving INP Surcharge 

Pacific b~1ieves that its TSLRIC (or INP previously approved is 

appropriate (or deriving an INP end-user surcharge. GTEC submitted several 

revisions of the TSLRIC cost studies reflecting the Changes re~ltired, including 

changes to the capital costs, which impact the INP cost studies. The Conunission 

has not yet rendered a ruling on GTEC's compliance (iling. Therefore, GTEC's 

TSLRIC (or INP studies have not been approved in theIr entirety. 

In cOlnpliance with 0.96-08-021, GTEC submitted new (ost studies on 
September 15, 1997, based on the Total Element Long Run Incremental Cost 
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(fELRIC) methodology. ,GTEC believes that these TBLRlCstudlcs would 

provide a more aC~\lfate basis for caIcuhitingthc INP end-user surcharge than 

would its earlier TSLRIC studies. 

The Commission's review of GTECis (ost studies hasn6t yet been 

tonduded, and a dedsion adopting a revised ~ost study (orGTEC i~ still 
, ' 

sometime in the {urure. Itwoitld ~ premature 't6use GTEC's TELRIC {orIN£> 

cost-recovery purposes 'at this time prior~o its adjudk~ti6ri in OANA'D. As an 
it.terim measut'c, we shall therefoteuse'GTEC's 'tSLRIC adrefereneM in " , 
D.96':OS.()21 (or deriving '~~ IN~ tosFrecovery surdlaige;t PorPadfi~~ a1tho~gh 

, we apptoved a TELRic study tn D.~S,()2 .. 106, we shaH~H~~, Os~ the lSLRIC for 

INP cos,t-recovery purposes to be consistent with our ttcatn\entoJ GTEC, 

pending the determinaH~t\ o( fiftal prices h\ OANAD," ,Th~ lin~rtroe-up 6f the 
i '. • 

INP m('irtoranduin 'acc6utlt wiil refl~d a'ny-n&essaryadjushnenls tc, reCognize 

the (inal c6sts iorlNP to be adopted i~'oANAD. " 

~. Ussb'i Costs,' 
JOintConunenters b('lieve that an estimate of AvetageuSage per, 

port~ nurnbet 'is unn~essary and inappropriat(' to Indud'e in an INr surcharge, 

arguing there 1$ no reliable basis toe$~rnate INP usage, given the miriir'J'lal use o( 

INP to date as a wholesale servke, and that the CommiSsion hast'lot reached a 

(inal deCiston 'on whethet developing usage costs (or INP Is even appropriate in 

the OANAD proceeding. The Joint Cornrnenters believe that INP cost recovery 

should therefore be based only On the total number 01 ported numbers, 

multiplted by the nonr~urring and fixed monthly recuriing costs of TsLRIC 

approved in the OANAD proceeding, possibly with a true-up provision if the 

• Such',(osts witibt?base<l On theTSLRIC' lor JNI' ~hat was'liled 'In AdVice Utter (AL) 
8236 as modified by the Commission's resolution of AL 8236. 
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Commission ultimately determines in OANAD that there is a calculable usage 

(ost associated with INP. 

We previously stated in D.97-10-029 that an allowance for usage 

should be included in the data supplied by carriers used to derive an INP 

surcharge. Given the lack of adequate historical data regarding INP USagC, 

however, we conclude that it is noticasible to include a usage charge in the INP 

surcharge. We shall therefore not require carricrs to subn,it usage data at this 

tin\c. In the event that We subsequently adopt a usage cost associated with INP, 

wewi1l determine what adjustment to previously billed an\ounts may be 

appropriate as part of our true-up of INP (hargesto account for the usage 

component. 

4. Allowance/or Shared and Common Costs 

Although the TSLRIC at'l\Otltlts approved for the LEes do not 

include recovery of shared and common costs (since they have not yet been 

determined in the OANAO proceeding) we concluded in D.97·10-029 that INP 

prices should provide compensation for shared and con\mon costs. We solicited . 
~ofl'\I"el\ls (rom parties cOJ\<:erning an appropriate intcrin\ aHowance (or shared 

and common costs, subjed to true-up (or any differences between the intNim 

allowances and those approved in OANAO. The use of an interim allowance for 

shared and ~ommon costs was intended avoid any undue distortion in the 

interim INP rate and n\inimize the amount of any true-up. 

'oint Commcntcrs oppose applying any rt\arkup (or shared and 

common costs to the TSLRIC of INP at this time, sin<:e the Conlmission has yet to 

determine the percentage markup (or shared artd (omn\on (osts (or unbundled 

network cJel\\cnts that CLCs purchase ftom PacifiC and GTEC. Given the low 

volume of ported numbers, the Joint COIl\rl\cnters claim there can be 1\0 financial 
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harm to the ILECs from deferring any collection of shared and common costs in 

conjunction with recovering INP costs. 

If the Con\mission still chooses to apply an interim shared and 

common cost markup (or INP, Joint Commenters recommend that the 

Commission use the 16% markup that the Conlmission adopted in the AT&T and 

MCI arbitrations with Padfic. CST proposes that the Corrtnlission adopt aI\ 

interim al10wance for shared and common costs of INi' within a range between 
. . . 

10%-22.%. GST claims an interim allowance approaching 10% "vould be a lair 

representation of a standard (ot\tffion cost factor used nationwide to compensate 

ILEes in genera), and GTEC in particular, [(ir cOnUr\on loop costs, the most 
+ • .-

closely analogous cost factor available to the CommisSion on an interinl basis. 

P"d(ic believes the 16% markup approved in its arbitrated 
. . 

agreements is appropriate to impose for lNP cost recovery on an interim basis. 

Since a true-up will occur after the completion of the OANAD proceeding, Pacific 

claims the amount of the interin\ markup is 61 comparatively little' consequente. 

GTEC believes the 22% markup (or shared aI\dcommon CO$ts 

approved in its arbitration agreements should be appUed (or IN!' purposes. 

GTEC disagrees with GST that the Commission should look to dedsi6ns of other 

state commissions to determine a markup percentage since this completely 

disregards the Commission's previous work to determine the appropriate 

markup in Caliiornia. GTEC argues that the percentages adopted in its 

arbitration agrrements pertain to the costs incurred here in Call(ornia and must 

not be ignored In favor of a percentage adopted in another jurisdiction. 

Although the determination of a generic allowance (or shared and 

comOlon costs is still pending in the OANAD proceeding, we still hold that an 

interim allowance is needed lor INP purposes In order to mini(llize any 

distortions in our interin\ cost-recovery pnxedurcs. Por interim purposC'sl we 
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shaH adopt an allowance (or shared and common costs for INP services \\'ithin 

Pacific's territory of 16% and within GTEC's territory of 22%. These pertentages 

reflect allowances spedfic to Pacific and GTEC which Were in the record in their 

respective interconnection arbitrations. While the OANAD proceeding shall 

deternune on a permanent basis what the shared at\d Conlmon cost allowance 

should be, (or interim purposes the allowances previously developed in 

arbitration protcedings regarding costs {or Pacific and GTEC provide the most 

ac~eptabJe allowance, subjeCt to a true-up. No pady has offered an alternative 

allowance which has a nloie valid basis. the use of shared and common costs 

derived from companies it\ other juriSdictions is not reliable since \\Ie haveno 

way to determine how similar those companies' operatiOlls are to those of Pacific 

orGTEC. 

5. C6nclus!on 

As stated in 0.97-10-029, the recovery procedures We implement 

herein shall apply only to INP al\d are spedfi~any responsive to the requirements 

of the FCC Portability Order. These recov-ery procedures atc not precedential 

with resped to the recovery of other categories of cost such as permanent tNP or 

other local-competitiot\·in\plementation costs. 

Upon receipt of the data from carriers, Tele~on\municatiorts Division 

staff will perform the calculations to derive an INP cost-recovery factor per active 

telephone line. Separate recovery factors shall be derived (or lines in the Padfic 

and for the GTEC service territories, respectively, based upon the previously 

submitted TSLRIC data (or each ILEC. Carriers serving in both the PacifiC ilI'\d 

GTEC service areas should provide separate totals of l\lu't\berS (or each area. We 

shall then issue a subsequent order adoptillg the appropriate surcharge amounts 

and authorizins carriers to apply the charge. In the case of reSold lines, the 

underlying ILEC may bill the reseller the surcharge. The reseller n\ay thell pass 
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through the charge to its end-users. Although we shall authorize the INP end

user surcharge uniforn\ly for all carriers as a nleans of cost recovery, we shall 

leave it to the discretion of each carrier, includhlg ILEes, as to whether they elect 

to bill their end-users fot the authorized INP surcharge, or not. In our 

subsequellt order establishing the INP surcharge, we shall address any necessary 

true-up procedures as wen as procedures (or elimination to th~ ILEes' 

previously filed INP tariff charges to implem.ent the revised INP ~ost-I'ec()very 

procedures. 

II. Use of Direct Inward DIaling (DID) and Other Alternative Network 
Functionalittes for the Provision of INP 

A. Background 

In 0~96·04-()52, we also considered proposals for the use of DID . 

functionality (\s 'an alternative means of providing INP (referred to as "flcx DID'/) 

in addition to ReF fUl\ctionality. BOth Pacific and GTEC offer 010 as a retail 

service feature that iJenuits incoming calls to stations served by a PBX to be 

dialed directly without the need to go through an: auendant. As part of the retail 

DID service, the LEes utilize separate dedicated trunks (or routing calls. 

In 0.96-04-052, we did not reach a final conclusion tegarding the 

feasibility of hnplen\cnting IIflex·DlO" for INt> without the use of separate 

dedkated trunks, but dire<ted that a technical workshop be held to determine the 

feasibility and efficiency of using existing interconnection trunks for provisioning 

"flex:'OID." A workshop was held on ~fay 15, 1996, and a list of outstanding 

technical issues related to DID-INP was developed. Comments regarding the 

results of the May 15 workshop Were filed on June 10, 1996. By ALI ruling dated 

June 11,1996, a second workshop was scheduled for July I, 1996 to address 

remaining outstanding techniCal issues relating to the use of existing DID 

network functionality to provide DID-INP sen'ice. 
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Subsequent to the conclusion of the July 1, 1996 workshop, both 

Pacific and GTEC executed certain interconnection a.greements, in which they 

each were ordered to offer certain enhanced forms of INP.s Por example, Pacific's 

interconncc:tion agreement with MCI specifically provides for" service called 

"Flex DID." In light of the progress which has been nlade in the technical 

capabilities of the LECs to oUer alternative (orms of INP, we concluded in 

0.97-10-029 that these alternative forms o( INP should be made available to all 

CLCs. We directed Pacific and GTEC to file comments reporting 01\ the cutrent 

availabilityo[ alternative (orms of INP which they have been ordered to provide 

under interconnection agreements. 

PacifiC states that it has designed, developed, and made available 

through interconnection agreements Directory Number Route Indexing (ONRI) 

and Flexible DID-versions of INP, beginning in June 1997. Pacific reports it has 

not currently received any orders (ronl CLCs fot any of these aiternativesl but 

has carried out a successful Joint-elfort Network Validation Test of DNRI with 

AT&T, at AT&T's request. Pacific agtees to continue to work with the CLCs on 

these alternative forms of INP. 

GTEC reports that it has adapted its network to provide three additional 

forms of INP: fleXible DID, DNRI, and Route Index Portability Hub (RIPH). ReF 

is offered through GTEC/s SPNP tariff and DID is offered through GTEe's resale 

DID tariff. The other INP fon\\s ate available to those carriers that have 

negotiated (or their inclusion in intercolU\~tion agreements with GTEC. 

The Joint Parties argue that) although the Commission has already 

required Pacific and GTEC to make alternative INI' Jl\ethods available, it should 

s See 0.97-01-039 approving the I'acific/t-.ici agrcen\cnt and D.97-o1-045 approving the 
GTEC/MCI agrccment. 
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ensure that Pacific and GTEC make these INP methods generally available to 

CLCs, including a means by which such INP nlethods may be ordered efficiently. 

B. Discussion 
As reported by the parties, significant progress ha~ been made by 

the ILECs in the development of alternative methods of providing INP. All CLCs 

should be provided the opporhlnity t6 gain access to these alternatives. We shall 

not, however, require the ILECs to file tariffs at this time offering the various 

(orms of INP which have been developed subsequent to D.96-04-052. No generic 

cost studies have yet been approved for these INP alternatives which would 

provide a basis for a surcharge. Given the limited demand (or these alternatives 

to date, we conclude that it is acceptable for the ILECs to offer these INP services 

through negotiations with individual CLCs on a case-by·case basis,lo the extent 

that CLCs eXpress an interest in. such alternatives. In 1.97·10-017, we are 

addressing the design and implementation of OSS, and that is the appropriate 

procedural vehicle' through which to deal with e(fident ordering of INP. 

III. LEes Sharing of Terminating Access Charges for Calls to Ported 
Numbers 

A. Background 

We concluded in 0.97-10-029 that an appropriate methodology for 

the sharing of switched-access revenues associated with ported numbers needs to 

be established to provide for a fair distribution of the revenues between the 

carriers involved/ in conformance with the FCC Order. While individual carriers 

have worked out revenue-sharins arrangements through arbitrated 

interconnection agreements, in D.97-10-029 we acknowledged a need for a 

generic rule applicable to aU carriers involv~ in the porting of numbers. In order 

to develop a methodology (or the sharing of terminating-switchcd-access 

revenues associated with ported numbers, we directed all parti~s to file 
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comments on their proposals for an appropriate, competitively neutral sharing 

methodology. 

A number of approved interconnection agreements on liIe with the 

Commission have addressed the sharing of ternunating switched access revenues 

without the developn\cnl of administratively burdensome tracking and 

apportionment mechanisms. The Joint Commcnters recommend that the 

Commission generically adopt the language embodied in a number of PacifiC's 

arbitrated interconnection agreements withCLCs as a simplified way to addr'ess 

the sharing of terminating access revenues. Pacific agrees \vith Joint Conut1enters. 

CTEC disagrees, however, arguing that unique arrangements arise 

out of each interconnedioJ\ agreement that \vouldimpad the sharing ratio, 

depending, for example, on whether the carriers have agreed to bill.:and·keep or 

mutual compensation. GfEC believes that competitive pressures will eventually 

drive ~cce$s rates down, and that in'tposing a Single fixed access-revenue 

payment without any flexibility (or change will result in CLCs receiving a higher 

perc~ntagc of the access revenues as the portion (rom the interexchange carriers 

(IXCs) to the ILECs decreases. GTEC rc(ommends that, if the ConHrtission adopts 

language such as that contained in the PacifiC interconnection agreements, the 

language should contain a caveat that the numbers be subject to modification 

when drcunlstances change such as adjustments in the billing arrangement or 

access prices. 

WorldCo", argues that in no event should a generic rule for 

sharing terminating switched-access revenue substitute (or existing agreement 

provisions, particularly (or arrangements that were negotiated rather than 

arbitrated. Instead, \VorldConl believes any generic (ule should be available on a 
" 

tarU(cd basis so that CLCs may select then\ if they wish. 
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GST believes the rates in the interconnection agreements arc 

inequitable and do not adequately c:on\pens~te CLCs. GST clairns that 

nationwideGTEC now routinely offers a division of porled-number access 

revenues of approXimately 85% to the CLC for toll traffic terminating on the CLC 

network. 

GTEC disputes CST's claim that the 85/15% CLC/LEC sharing 

ratio is uno\V something of an industry standard ratio/' While some GTEC 
" " 

intercoJ\n~ti6n agreements ofier an 85% payment to CLCs, GTEC states it does 

not routinely ofCerSS%to CLCs. 

Padficand GTEC object to GST's prriposal that the Commission 

conduct an audit of GTEC's and Pacific's toJt-a<:cess revenues arguing that such 

an audit would be oVerly butdensofi'le given the limited number ot calls utilizing 

INP. GTEC also disagrees with GST's proposal that the sharing ratio calculation 

include hl\puted intraLATA toll reVenues. GTEC argues it is under no obligation 

to share toll revenues and such a calculation would overstate the revenues to be 

shared. 

TCG/ICG recommend a multiple hill/single tariff approach, 

whereby each party bills the IXC for its share of the switched access charges 

associated with ter.mnating the call. Under this approach, the forwarding carrier 

(generally, the ILEC) would provide sufficient call detail (date and time of e:.ch 

call, whether interstate or intrastate, number of access minutes, and IXC from 

which C~1U was received) to the forwarded-to carrier (generally, a eLC). 

Pacific and GTEC object, claiming that the systems and 

methodologies that would need to be developed (or sharing reVenues that arc 

more precise than those ordered in the arbitrati()ns wou)d be unjustified at this 

late date, given the inuninence of permanent number portability (PNP), the 
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comparatively small am.ount of revenues subject to sharing, and the burden of 

developing and ado\inistering a different way to share revenues. 

Discussion 

We shall extend the provisiOllS for the sharing of access revenues 

embodied in Pacific's arbitrated interconnection agteell1ents to be made available 

generically to all CLCs On a prospective basis. Under the arbitrated agre~nlents" 

the porting party pays the ported-to party $1.75 per month for each business line 

and $1.25 per month for each I'esiden~e line associated with the INP 

arrallgement. 

Given the impending in\plementation of perManent number portabHt}, on 
a broad scate, we concIttde tha(the use of the $1.75/$1.25 sharing arrangement is 

sufficient for the interim period" and will avoid any disruption. in existing 

business arrangements. No party offered a m6re persuasive proposal. While it 

may be possible theoretically to determine a more precIse sharing of revenues, 

the lLEes presently lack the Illeasuremenl capabilities todetcrmine a more 

precise sharing arrangement. We conclude that it would not be al\ efficient use of 

lin\Ued reSOllrces to require the fLEes to develop the systems and methodologies 

necessary (01' a sharing of revenues based on more precise measurement of ~all 

termination detail. 

The adopted revenue-sharing terms shall be made available to any CLC 

that. so wishes when entering into a new Interconnection agr~cJl\ent which 

becomes effective on or alter the date of this order. Previously negotiated 

interconnection agreements thi\t were not subject to arbitration may have 

included diHercnt sharing arrangements. Such preexisting interconnection 

agreements shall not be changed as a result of the prospective adoption of this 

generic potiey on the s~arirtg of switched access fe·venues. 
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Findings of Fact 

1. D.97 .. 10-029 adopted a modified cost·tcCovery approach to reflect an 

allocation of INP costs among aU facilities-based LECs and CLCs based on the 

quantity of acthtc end-user telephone numbers and utilizing incren\enlal costs 

plus an allowance lor shared and (om.mon (osts. 

2. The modified INP cost-recovery method adopted in 0.97·10-029 was 

responsive to the FCC's First Report and Order on telephone number portability 

issued July 2, 1996 which required departure ftom cost-causation principles in 

order to adopt a competitively neutral standard (or recovery of INP costs. 

. 3. The FCC order further requires that the cost measure for INP is to be an 

incremental cost, not a direct embedded cost, as was used in determining INP 

costs and rates in D.96-<l4-052. 

. 4~INP cost studies based on TSLRIC \vere approved for Pacific itl the 

OANAD proceeding in D.96-08-021. 

S. The costs associated with the offering of INP indude shared and common 

costs. 

6. To quantify an INP cost-recovery factor based on the incremental costs 

re(eren~cd in OANAD, it is l\C(essary to determine the applicable number of total 

active telephone numbers and the total amount of TSLRIC associated with 

porting telephone numbers. 

7. In computing an INP surcharge, the use of historical data regarding the 

quantity of total active telephone numbers and ported numbers will result in less 

administrative burden and controversy than would the use of estimated data. 

8. The inclusion of resold Jines in the count of fadlities·based carriers' active 

telephone lines provides (or a mOre competitively neutral basis for allocating INP 

costs. 
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9. Pacific has designed .. developed, and D'\adc available (through 

interconnection agreements) DNRI and Flexible DID versions of INP, beginning 

in June 1997. 

10. Pacific has not currently received any orders (rom CLCs (or any of its INP 

options, except for DNCF, but has carried out a successful jOint-effort Network 

Validation Test of DNRI with AT&T, at AT&T's request. 

11. GTEC has adapted its network to provide flexible DID, DNRI and RIPH. 

12. INP forms other than SPNP and DID are available to those carriers that 

have negotiated for their inclusion in interconnection agreements whh GTEC. 

13. The provisions lor the sharing of switched access revenueS incorporated in 

Pacific's interconnection agreements call for the porting party to pay the ported

to party $1.75 per month per business line and $1.25 P~I'n\()l\th per residential. 

·14. No party proposed an alternative method of sharirt:g swifched..:access 

revenue whkh was moreappropriat~ than that incorporated in Pacific's 

interconnection agreements. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. FaciJities-based carriers should produ~~ tile data as directed in Ordering 

Paragraph 1 b~low to prOVide an appropriate basis to revise the COfil.nission's 

previously adopted INP rates. 

2. 0.97·10-029 should be modifi~d to provide l6r the inclusion of resold lines 

in the facilities-based carriers' count of active lines lor INP cost recovery 

purposes, but resellcr$ should not count such Jines in order to avoid double 

counting. CLCs that provide lines through the purchase of the LEe's UNEs (e.g., 

loops, switches, etc.) should indude such lines in their count. 

3. Telephol\e numbers assigned to \vireless carriers shou~~ be excluded from 

the count of active numbers (or INP purpO$~s since wireless carriers ate not 

obHgated to provide INP service, and we have no juriSdiction over the rates 
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charged by wireless carriers. NDIEC should be excluded from the count since 

they do not offer local service. 

4. Paci(ic and GTEC should not be required to file tariffs offering the variant 

forms of INP which have been developed subsequeilt to 0.96-04-052, but should 

make available such alternative forms of INP'through contracts on a 

nondiscrin\inatory basis. 
" 

5. The systems and hlethodologies that would need to be developed for ' 

sharing switched-access revenues that ate mote piccis,e than those ordeted in 'the 

ILEC arbitrations are unjustified at this time, given the imminence of PNP, the 

~()mparatively smail amount of tevenues subject to sharing, and the burden of 

developirigand' 'administering a different way t6 sharerevenue~. 

6. Each~arrier, including ILECs, should be given discretion as to 'whether to 

impose the INP surcharge on its ertd 'users; or not. ' 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Each certificated fadlities·based local exchange carrier operating within the 

service territories of PacifIc Bell (Pacific) and GTE Caliiornia Incorporated 

(GTEC) are directed tolile under seal with the Con\mi~ionJs Dcxket Office 

within 30 days lollowi(\g the cfledive date of this order the rec:ordcd data set 

forth below. Each carrier shall separately provide to the Director of the 

COn'tfllissioJ\'s TeletomInunications DiviSion, a (Opy of the data. The following 
, -

recorded data shall be provided separately stated for the Pacific and GTEC 

territories, as of December 31, 1997: 

(a) Total quantity of end-user telephone numbers in service, including lines 
provided to a competitive local carrier (or resale. 

(b) Total active numbers which each carrier has ported to another (arrier. 
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2. Following receipt of the data as directed in Ordering Paragraph (OP) I, 

the Commission shall issue a subsequent decision deriving a revised interim

number-portability (INP) cost-r«overy surcharge to apply to all ,,(live telephone 

Jines of facilities-based wireHne carriers, including resold lines, and ordering 

elimination of Padfic and GTEC's tariff rat~s for IN!'. 

3. In the case of resold lines, the surcharge shall be billable by the facilities

based carrier to the competitive local carrier reseUer. 

4. All competitive local carriers n\ay pass the surcharge through to their end 

users. 

5. Pacific and GTEC shall offer on a nondiscriminatory basis the alternative 

foims of INP which they have previously made avaiJable through individual 

interconnection agreements. 

6. \Vith regard to the division of tenttinating s\vitched-a~ce$S revenues 

associated with the provision of INP in its various (orms, the porting party shaH 
. . 

pay the ported-to party $1.75 per month tor each business line and $1.25 per 

month (or each residential line associated with th~ INP arrangement. 

7. DetNn\ination of the number of lines to whkh the above payment shall 

apply will be made at the time the INP arrangement is established. The payment 

shall be made based on the total number of lines included in the same hunting 

arrangement as the INP number. 
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8. Preexisting inter(x~mnectiOl\ agt'eeolcnt$ \vhich provide for ad{(fctcnt 

sharing arrangement lot switched access revenue than tneamounts adopted in 

OP 4 shalt not be affected by'the rcqutrcnlents cif OP 4~ 

This ord~r is ef(cctiveloday. 

Dated Apri123, 19981 at Sacramento, Cat"ifornla." 

. " 

RlCHARDA. SIl.AS· -< 
" " .: Ptesldeo"t 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
JESSIEJ. KNIGHtJR. 
HENRY M. DUQ"Ua " . 
JOSIAH i. NEEPER . 
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